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Exercise 1

Consider a LIBOR market model scenario for dates T0 = 0 < T1 < . . . < Tn, and let the dynamics of the
LIBOR rate L(Ti, Ti+1; t) for i = 0, . . . n−1 be driven by n correlated Brownian motions W i, i = 1, . . . , n,
with exponentially decaying correlations

ρi,j = exp(−a|i− j|), a > 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. (1)

Factor reduction is performed in the Finmath library by the method factorReduction(double[][]

correlationMatrix, int numberOfFactors) in the class net.finmath.functions.linearAlgebra.
This method takes as arguments the original correlation matrix R = (ρi,j)0≤i,j≤n and the number of
most relevant factors the user wants to take into account, and returns the matrix F r in Section B.4 of
the script. You can find a class FactorReductionExponentialDecay in com.andreamazzon.exercise7,
which uses the latter method in order to test the impact of factor reduction, depending on the correlation
decay parameter a in (1).

Read the class, and complete:

• the method which constructs and returns the original correlation matrix from a;

• the method which constructs and returns the reduced correlation matrix from the reduced factor
matrix computed by the factorReduction method.

Moreover, complete the main method, which measures how much the original matrix differs from the one
obtained after factor reduction, by computing the average of the relative difference between the entries,
and look at how this difference depends on the parameter a. Try to figure out what do you expect before
looking at the results: the difference will increase or decrease with a?

Exercise 2

Consider the exchange option involving two LIBOR rates L(Ti−1, Ti) and L(Ti, Ti+1), i.e., the product
paying

(L(Ti−1, Ti;Ti−1)− L(Ti, Ti+1;Ti))
+ , (2)

at time Ti. Write a class MyExchangeOption extending

net.finmath.montecarlo.interestrate.products.AbstractLIBORMonteCarloProduct

whose method getValue(double evaluationTime, LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulationModel model)

returns the (discounted) payoff (2) as a RandomVariable. You can take the structure of the class from
MyDigitalCaplet of last week. Here you will need two LIBORs instead of one, and then three times for
the constructor, i.e., Ti−1, Ti, Ti+1.

Exercise 3

Consider again the product with payoff (2). You can find a class MainExchangeOption, again in
com.andreamazzon.exercise7, with a Main method which prints the value of the option for different
values of the decay correlation parameter a.

• Factor reduction is now taken into account, and you can note in fact that the method
LIBORMarketModelConstruction.createLIBORMarketModel has now one more parameter, i.e.,
the number of factors. Give a look again at the class LIBORMarketModelConstruction in
com.andreamazzon.exercise6 we have seen last week, and change it where appropriate in or-
der to take into account factor reduction.

• You can note that an object of type LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulationModel is created before the
for loop, and that at every iteration of the for loop (i.e., for every value of a) a new object of type



LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulationModel is given to the value method of myExchangeOption: this
is not created from scratch, but as a clone of the first object, with a different decay parameter.
This is done by using a new method

getCloneWithModifiedCorrelation (LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulationModel oldModel,

double correlation)

that you can find in the class LIBORMarketModelConstruction. Complete this method where ne-
cessary, following the comments.

• Before looking at the results, try to guess what you expect: the price will increase or decrease with
a?


